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Abstract
Universal supervised learning is considered from an information theoretic point of view
following the universal prediction approach, see Merhav and Feder (1998). We consider the
standard supervised “batch” learning where prediction is done on a test sample once the entire
training data is observed, and the individual setting where the features and labels, both in the
training and test, are specific individual quantities. The information theoretic approach naturally
uses the self-information loss or log-loss.
Our results provide universal learning schemes that compete with a “genie” (or reference)
that knows the true test label. In particular, it is demonstrated that the main proposed scheme,
termed Predictive Normalized Maximum Likelihood (pNML), is a robust learning solution
that outperforms the current leading approach based on Empirical Risk Minimization (ERM).
Furthermore, the pNML construction provides a pointwise indication for the learnability of the
specific test challenge with the given training examples.
1 Introduction
The common situation in supervised learning is as follows. A set of training examples is given,
composed of, say, N samples of pairs {zi = (xi, yi)}Ni=1, where xi ∈ X denotes the i-th feature (usuallyX is a large space, e.g., the space of images, large vector of features and so on) and yi ∈ Y is its
corresponding label (Y is usually a finite small set, but may take continuously many values in
regression problems). Then, a test feature x is shown, and the machine learning task is to predict
the corresponding y. The prediction may be a value b = yˆ = f(x), but may also be a weighting
b = q(⋅∣x) for all y ∈ Y, q(y∣x) ≥ 0, ∑y q(y∣x) = 1, which can be regarded as a probability assignment.
There is a loss function `(b, y) in making the prediction. In our information theoretic analysis, we
consider the log-loss,
`(b, y∣x) = − log q(y∣x).
There are many reasons why to use the log-loss which will not be repeated here (see, e.g., Painsky
and Wornell (2018)), we will only mention the fact that by considering log-loss we can obtained an
elegant, information theoretical framework for the learning/prediction problem.
Since the prediction is generated based on the training, we sometimes express this explicitly:
q(⋅∣x;xN , yN) = q(⋅∣x; zN)
where we use the notation xL = x1, . . . , xL.
Clearly, the ultimate goal is to minimize the loss. But this task is not clear if we do not make
additional assumptions regarding the way the data is generated or on the class of possible “models”
or “hypotheses” used in order to find the relation between x and y.
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The Model Class
The model class definition plays an important role in all settings we consider. Specifically, a model
class is a set of conditional probability distributions
PΘ = {pθ(y∣x), θ ∈ Θ}
where Θ is a general index set. This is equivalent to saying that there is a set of stochastic functions{y = gθ(x), θ ∈ Θ} used to explain the relation between x and y.
A major issue is how to choose a model class. As common sense indicates, on one hand one may wish
to choose a large as possible class, so that any possible relation between x and y can be captured by
some member in the class. However, if the class is too large, it may not be “learnable”. That is, it
will be impossible to deduce reliably on the large class based on the finite training example of size
N . This notion appears in classical statistical reasoning and expressed, e.g., as the bias-variance
trade-off. This major issue of choosing the model class will be discussed briefly towards the end of
the paper, but throughout the paper we assume that PΘ is given.
The Various Settings
In the different settings used to come up with a solution to the above learning problem, we make
different assumptions on how the data is generated. The simplest is the stochastic setting where
it is assumed that the data (and the relation between x and y) is indeed generated by a model
pθ(y∣x) which is an unknown member of PΘ. The learning problem in the stochastic setting has
been analyzed in Fogel and Feder (2018), and is briefly described in Appendix A. In addition
to the propsed learner, in that work we have identified the information theoretical “capacity”,
C = maxw(θ) I(Θ;Y ∣Y N , xN , x) where I is the mutual information between the class Θ, now a
random variable with a distribution w(⋅) attaining the capacity, and the label Y , given the training
and test feature, where the labels of the training are random variables as they are generated by
some pθ(y∣x). In the stochastic setting C defines if the class of models is learnable, if it vanishes
with the training size N .
The next setting is the most commonly used in the learning community and is known as the Probably
Approximately Correct (PAC) setting. The concept of PAC-learning was established in the famous
Valiant (1984) work. In PAC it is assumed that the data samples are generated independently
from some source P (x, y) = P (x)P (y∣x). Unlike the stochastic setting, P (y∣x) is not necessarily a
member of the hypotheses class. The common purpose in PAC is to design algorithms that attain,
with high probability over the possible training sets (hence ’probably’), a loss which is almost as
that of the best hypothesis in the class (hence ’approximately’).
Following this PAC setting, several measures of the class learnability have been suggested, such
as the Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) dimension Vapnik and Chervonenkis (2015), the Rademacher
complexity Bartlett and Mendelson (2002) and more. These measures and the theory behind them
successfully explain the learnability of rather simple hypotheses classes, yet they seem to fail in
explaining the learnability of modern model classes, most importantly deep neural networks (DNN),
see Zhang et al. (2016). This gap between the theoretical learnability measures and empirical results
need to be explored further. Some answer to this discrepancy is given by our work below.
The strongest setting, however, of universal learning is the individual setting where there is no
assumption on the way the data is generated: the training zN is an individual, specific set, and
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then a specific test point x is presented to the learner. The goal is to predict the corresponding
label y for the test sample, which is again a deterministic unknown. As common in this setting, the
learner q(⋅∣x; zN) should be chosen so that it can reasonably compete with a “genie” that knows the
specific sequence, yet constrained to use an explanation from the model class PΘ. This leads to a
minmax approach where the minimum is over the choice of q and the maximum is with respect to
any possible outcome.
Interestingly, there are several ways to define the reasonable criterion which will be elaborated
in the sequel. Our problem definition is the crucial aspect of the proposed solution. It turns
out that our resulting schemes, that have precise optimality criteria, are more “stable” than the
standard approach based on empirical risk minimization (ERM) using the stochastic gradient (SGD).
The main solution we advocate is termed Predictive/Pointwise Normalized Maximum Likelihood
(pNML). This solution was proposed before for the related universal prediction problem, see Roos
and Rissanen (2008); Roos et al. (2008), as an efficient implementation of Shtarkov’s Normalized
Maximum Likelihood method Shtar’kov (1987). Furthermore, the pNML provides an information
theoretic learnability measures that depends on the specific training zN and the specific test features
x and may let the learner know when it does not know. The advantages of our schemes, especially
the pNML and its learnability measure, are demonstrated in this paper in some simple examples
and in follow-up works Bibas et al. (2018a,b) in a variety on learning situations from basic linear
regression to deep neural networks (DNN).
The proposed learnability measure resembles similar criteria suggested in the learning community
based on the concept of stability. Specifically, contrary to Rademacher complexity and VC-dimension,
which are measures of the richness of an hypotheses class, stability is a measure a learning algorithm.
Broadly speaking, an algorithm is stable if the effect of changing one of the training examples can
be bounded. The stability of a learning algorithm can be used to bound the generalization error,
see Bousquet and Elisseeff (2002) and Shalev-Shwartz et al. (2010). However, while our information
theoretical measure resembles stability measures, it is different, as it is not based on perturbing the
training, but on checking all possible behaviors of the unknown test label.
Universal Prediction and Online Learning
Before moving on to the presentation of our results, we mention the problem of on-line learning,
which is closer to the well studied work on universal prediction Merhav and Feder (1998). The
latter is essentially an online learning but with no x’s. As described in Merhav and Feder (1998),
the universal prediction solution with log-loss provides a “universal probability” for the entire
sequence, i.e., q(yN), which can be converted to a sequential prediction strategy via the chain
rule q(yN) = ∏Nt=1 q(yt∣yt−1). The universal probability is given by either a Bayesian mixture
q(yN) = ∫Θw(θ)pθ(yN) (in the stochastic setting) or the normalized maximum likelihood (NML)
qNML(yN) = maxθ pθ(yN )∑y˜N maxθ pθ(y˜N ) (in the individual setting). Both solutions solve a corresponding minmax
problem. So universal prediction is well understood.
Online learning, with a feature sequence xN is less understood as it has one important difference:
the chain rule does not exist for conditional probabilities, that is not every probability p(yN ∣xN)
can be factored in a product of conditional sequential probabilities p(yt∣xt; yt−1, xt−1). Indeed, at
least in the individual setting, one can come up with simple examples where the reference “genie”
can assign a perfect match for a given individual sequence, yet sequentially any universal assignment
will fail. The problem of on-line learning, especially in the individual setting has been recently
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analyzed in Fogel and Feder (2017). But even after this work the full solution of the on-line learning
problem is still open.
Paper Structure
While online learning is still open, in this paper we focus on the standard “batch” supervised learning
problem, in the individual setting. The paper is organized and presents the results as follows. In
section 2 we present two possible definitions of the batch learning problem in the individual setting.
The solution of the corresponding min-max problem for the first definition, denoted pNML, and an
upper bound for the second definition, are given in section 3. In section 4, we provide additional
interpretation and extensions to the pNML. Experimental results for simple learning problems are
given in section 5. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper, discusses alternative definitions, considers
the model class selection problem and offers a twice universal solution (elaborated in the Appendix)
and suggests future work.
2 Problem Definition
This paper takes the individual setting where it is assumed that both the training zN = (xN , yN)
and test z = (x, y) (both the fearure test vector and the corresponding label) are specific individual
entities. We will sometimes denote zN+1 = z, zN+1 = zN , z.
In the learning problem these specific training examples zN as well as the test feature vector x are
given to the learner before its decision on the prediction. So it seems that there is no harm, and
even an advantage, in assuming that these data values are specific, deterministic, provided that
a reasonable criterion can be suggested for the prediction accuracy of the unknown label. Such a
criterion may depend on the given data beforehand, but should lead to a good desired performance
no matter what the unknown label is. This is the essence of our problem formulation.
The learner in our setting predicts a distribution for the unknown label denoted q(⋅∣x; zN). Any
universal learner is a pre-designed procedure for generating such distributions. So what can be a
good procedure for the learner when the test outcome y is arbitrary and may even be chosen by an
adversary that knows the learner procedure? As it is common in the individual setting in the field
of universal prediction, the learner can only compare itself to a “genie”, or a reference learner that
knows the label value, but is constrained to use an assignment from the given class of models PΘ.
It turns out that this is not enough. In the batch, one-time test, such a “genie” is too powerful
for any learner to compete against. Thus, we suggest that the reference learner would indeed be a
procedure from PΘ, would know the entire sequence (including the test feature and label) z
N , x, y,
but would not know which instance (xt, yt) out of the N + 1 pairs is the test. Thus, the reference
learner chooses the member θˆ = θˆ(xN , yN , x, y) that minimizes the average log-loss over the entire
sequence that includes both the training and the test samples:
θˆ(zN , x, y) = arg max
θ
pθ(yN , y∣xN , x) = arg max
θ
[pθ(y∣x) N∏
t=1 pθ(yt∣xt)] (1)
where the last equality holds under the common assumption that the model class distribution for a
set of measurements is i.i.d. With this reference, we can define the following regret:
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Rind(q, x, y; zN) = log⎛⎝pθˆ(zN ,x,y)(y∣x)q(y∣x; zN) ⎞⎠ (2)
Since y is not known, we propose q which minimizes the regret for any y, i.e., the minimax regret:
R∗ind(x, zN) = minq maxy Rind(q, x, y; zN). (3)
This seems like a natural definition for the learning problem, since in real life applications we are
given a specific training set and the test feature. This perspective is different from the standard
statistical learning theory settings, where one derives bounds that should apply to ’most’ of the
training sets. In addition, the resulting regret explicitly depends on the obsereved test feature,
which may allow us to distinguish between learnable and unlearnable test features. This is also
contrary to classical statistical learning theory where the performance measure is an average over
the possible test features.
Note that there may be issues with the definition of the benchmark loss, since in general there
may be several hypotheses θ ∈ Θ that achieve the minimal loss (1). Those hypotheses might assign
different probabilities for the test outcome, and so the benchmark with which the learner has to
compete is not clearly defined. This can be solved, for example, by taking the average over all θ’s
that achieve the maximum likelihood θˆ. Nevertheless, in most examples we may assume that there
is a single minimizer for − log (θ(yN , y∣xN , x)) for all possible zN , x, y, thus avoiding this issue, or
that we use some specific minimizer (a particular training procedure) that converges to a single
specific θˆ.
Another, more serious issue with the criterion (3) is that it may be considered “unfair”: While
the reference does not know which of the points is the test point, the universal learner does. Also,
the above criterion may seem too dependent on the particular x, and the solution may be biased
accordingly. Thus, as an alternative, and to avoid such a dependency, one may consider a definition
in which the regret, to be minmax-ed, is calculated over all permutations of the individual sequence
of training and test:
Rperm(q, zN+1) = 1(N + 1)! ∑
z˜N+1=perm(zN+1) log
⎛⎝pθˆ(zN+1)(y˜N+1∣x˜N+1)q(y˜N+1∣x˜N+1; z˜N) ⎞⎠ (4)
which, for the case where pθ(yN+1∣xN+1) =∏N+1t=1 pθ(yt∣xt), is as follows:
Rperm(q, zN+1) = RLOO(q, zN+1) = 1
N + 1 N+1∑t=1 log⎛⎝ pθˆ(zN+1)(yt∣xt)q(yt∣xt; z(N+1)∖t)⎞⎠ (5)
where (N + 1)∖ t means all the indices 1, . . . ,N + 1 besides t, and LOO stands for “Leave One Out”,
which is essentially what is suggested here: to take N + 1 experiments over the sequence where each
time one point is left out as a test, and consider the average, empirical regret over these experiments.
The permutation or LOO also solves the difficulty that arise when there are several hypotheses that
achieves the minimal loss, since the benchmark against which the learner competes is the sum of
the losses, log pθˆ(zN+1)(yN+1∣xN+1) = ∑N+1t=1 log pθˆ(zN+1)(yt∣xt).
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Again, we will be interested in the min-max regret, where the minimization is over any procedure
for assigning q that depends on the current feature xt and N training examples z
(N+1)∖t, and the
maximization should now be over all yN+1:
R∗perm(xN+1) = minq maxyN+1 Rperm(q, zN+1) (6)
In some sense, the resulting q controls the worst case regret averaged over all data points.
3 Main Results
Pointwise solution: Predictive Normalized Maximum Likelihood
In the problem (3) the optimization is “pointwise”: for each training zN and test feature value x. It
is rather straightforward to see, using the equalizer reasoning, that the resulting minimax optimal
probability assignment q is:
q(y∣x; zN) = pθˆ(zN ,x,y)(y∣x)∑y′ pθˆ(zN ,x,y′(y′∣x) = qpNML(y∣x; zN). (7)
We call this solution the Predictive/Pointwise Normalized Maximum Likelihood (pNML) learner.
We note that the pNML probability assignment (7) was proposed earlier, see Roos and Rissanen
(2008); Roos et al. (2008), as one of a possible variations of the known Normalized Maximum
Likelihood (NML) method of Shtar’kov (1987) for universal prediction. However, it was suggested
with a different motivation, mainly to simplify the evaluation of the NML for universal prediction.
This assignment and other variations of the NML were also mentioned in the book Gru¨nwald (2007)
as sequential NML (SNML). The previous work also noted that this probability assignment is the
solution to the minmax problem (3) (with no x’s for prediction), but in our formulation the minmax
problem did come with a motivation - to compete with the leave-one-out reference.
To prove that this is indeed the minimax solution, note that the regret is equal for all choices of y.
Now, if we consider a different probability assignment, it should assign a smaller probability for at
least one of the possible outcomes. In this case, choosing one of those outcomes will lead to a higher
regret.
The induced min-max regret is:
R∗ind(zN , x) = log⎛⎝∑y pθˆ(zN ,x,y)(y∣x)⎞⎠ def= ΓpNML(zN , x), (8)
which, as expected, is greater then zero:
log
⎛⎝∑y pθˆ(zN ,x,y)(y∣x)⎞⎠ ≥ log⎛⎝∑y pθˆ(zN ,x,y∗)(y∣x)⎞⎠ = 0 (9)
where we used the fact that the likelihood adjusted to each y in the sum is greater than the likelihood
associated with any fixed y∗ (which may even be the true label), i.e., pθˆ(zN ,x,y∗)(y∣x) ≤ pθˆ(zN ,x,y)(y∣x),
and that the sum over all possible y’s of probability distribution on y associated with a fixed
θ = θˆ(zN , x, y∗) is 1.
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If the choice of the next unknown label y does not change the maximum likelihood (i.e., θˆ is not
affected by the choice of y), the regret is 0. On the other hand, if the hypotheses class is such that the
maximum-likelihood θˆ varies considerably with choice of y, i.e., the sensitivity of θˆ = θˆ(zN , x, y) to
the choice of a new label y (while the rest zN and x are fixed) is high, the regret will be large. Note
that ΓpNML(zN , x) indicates a local, pointwise behavior at zN , x, via the behavior of the particular
function f(zN ,x)(y) = θˆ(zN , x, y), and not a global behavior of the model class PΘ. This regret, or
log-normalization factor Γ, can thus serve as a learnability measure at the particular training and
test example: when it is small, the resulting learner is reliable and the cost of universality is small,
while when Γ is large the uncertainty in the learning ishigh and thus a large cost of universality is
required.
We note that this interpretation may resemble several stability notions which were studied in the
past, see e.g., Shalev-Shwartz et al. (2010),Bousquet and Elisseeff (2002). Contrary to those notions,
however, here we do not leave out or change one of the training examples, but instead add each of
the possible new label values for the specific data feature on which we are tested.
Permutation and Leave One Out Average
Moving on to the analysis of the regret in the permuted scenario, we look for the solution of (6).
Unfortunately, we were not able to solve this min-max problem. Nevertheless, we will present
several upper bounds for R∗perm(xN , x), that are achieved by considering various possible probability
assignments q.
To simplify notation, let us consider probability assignments q’s that are interchangeable with
respect to the training set, i.e., for all (x, y)N and (x˜, y˜)N that are the same up to a permutation,
the following holds:
q(y∣x;xN , yN) = q(y∣x, x˜N , y˜N). (10)
Narrowing down our potential probability assignments will allow us to upper bound the min-max
regret. If in addition the models in the class PΘ are also exchangeable (or i.i.d), the regret of the
permutation is the average leave-one-out regret, given by (4).
Now, to get an upper bound for this regret, let us consider a specific, easy to analyze probability
assignment, denoted qNML, that coincides with the normalized maximum likelihood principle over
the entire sequence (including the test):
qNML(yt∣xt; z(N+1)/t) = p(N+1)NML (yt∣xN+1)
p
(N+1)
NML (yt−1∣xN+1) (11)
where the well known normalized maximum likelihood assignment for the entire sequence is
p
(N+1)
NML (yN , y∣xN , x) = p(N+1)NML (yN+1∣xN+1) = pθˆ(xN+1,yN+1)(yN+1∣xN+1)∑y˜N+1 pθˆ(xN+1,y˜N+1)(y˜N+1∣xN+1) . (12)
Before moving on, we note that in order to actually use this kind of probability assignment, the
learner has to have some order for the data features sequence xN . This is necessary since the data is
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not given with specifications regarding its order. Now, it is straightforward to show that any order
function does not effect the results, yet the ordering is important for the case where there are some
recurrent data features in xN . Thus, the bound achieved by the scheme (11) only holds when all
the data features in xN are different.
Intuitively, this probability assignment should be sub-optimal, since it only takes into account at
each time t some of the observed outcomes that occur prior to t in the chosen ordering. Nevertheless,
its regret clearly upper bound the min-max optimal regret, i.e., we get the following upper bound
over the min-max regret:
R∗ ≤ R(qNML(yt∣yt−1, xN+1), zN+1) = 1
N + 1 N+1∑t=1 log(pθ(yN+1∣xN+1)(yt∣xt)qNML(yt∣yt−1, xN+1)) == 1
N + 1 log (pθ(yN+1,xN+1)(yN+1∣xN+1)) − 1N + 1 log (p(N+1)NML (yN+1∣xN+1) =
= 1
N + 1 log⎛⎝ ∑y˜N+1 pθ(y˜N+1,xN+1)(y˜N+1∣xN+1)⎞⎠ .
(13)
This result may be considered as the analogous to the 1N+1I(Y N+1; θ∣xN+1) we got in the stochastic
case, since this bound is essentially the loss incurred when trying to predict the whole sequence
divided by the length of the sequence. Indeed, in the context of universal prediction, there are
some connections between I(Y N+1; θ) and 1N+1 log (∑y˜N+1 pθ(y˜N+1)(y˜N+1)), as discussed in Rissanen
(1996).
Another way to bound the leave-one-out minmax value is to use the pNML predictor for each time
point t while the rest (N + 1) ∖ t time points are the training. The resulting average leave-one-out
regret for the entire sequence is given by:
R(qpNML, zN+1) = 1
N + 1 N+1∑t=1 log⎛⎝∑˜yt pθ(y(N+1)∖t,y˜t,xN+1)(y˜t∣xt)⎞⎠ = 1N + 1 log⎛⎝ ∑y˜N+1 pθ(y(N+1)∖t,y˜t,xN+1)(y˜t∣xt)⎞⎠
(14)
This expression can be interpreted as the empirical average regret of the pNML, R∗ind(zN+1∖t, xt),
over all possible choices of t. In addition, it is clear that maximizing this expression over yN+1 yields
an upper bound over the minmax regret of (4).
Summarizing, both (13) and (14) provide upper bounds on the leave-one-out regret which has a
term that goes to zero as O(1/N) for any sequence, provided that the model class is such that the
numerator in both bounds is finite. In this case, the model class can be considered “learnable”.
4 The pNML: Additional Interpretation and Extensions
The pNML solution (7) will be advocated as an alternative to the Empirical Risk Minimization
(ERM) that is the most common approach in supervised learning. Its justification as the solution to
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the minmax problem (3) was discussed above. We propose in this section another interpretation,
which will also lead to possible extensions of the proposed universal learner.
The learner we are looking for assigns a probability q(⋅∣x; zN) to the unknown test label y, given the
test feature x which can (and actually should) depend on the available training zN . A possible way
to describe the role of the training data is that it defines a subclass PΘ(zN ) of models out of the
larger model class PΘ that fit, or comply with the training data. Once the model class is focused,
the universal learner for the test data chosen to compete with any model in PΘ(zN ).
In particular, in the stochastic setting one may then solve
min
q
max
p∈P
Θ(zN )E log
p
q
= min
q(y∣x;zN ) maxp(y∣x)∈PΘ(zN )∑y p(y∣x) log p(y∣x)q(y∣x; zN) (15)
where we also recognize ∑y p(y∣x) log p(y∣x)q(y∣x;zN ) =D(p∣∣q). Clearly, the min-max solution of (15) is a
mixture within the refined class PΘ(zN)
q(y∣x; zN) = ∫
θ∈Θ(zN )w(θ)pθ(y∣x)dθ (16)
and w(θ) over Θ(zN) maximizes I (Θ(zn);Y ∣x).
In the more interesting individual setting the criterion will be
min
q
max
y
max
p∈P
Θ(zN ) log
p
q
= min
q(y∣x;zN )maxy maxp(y∣x)∈PΘ(zN ) log
p(y∣x)
q(y∣x; zN) (17)
And if we now define
θˆ(zN ; y∣x) = arg max
θ∈Θ(zN )pθ(y∣x), (18)
then the criterion becomes
min
q(y∣x;zN )maxy log
pθˆ(zN ,y∣x)(y∣x)
q(y∣x; zN) (19)
By standard equalizer reasoning, the solution for q in (19) is given by:
q(y∣x; zN) = pθˆ(zN ;y∣x)(y∣x)∑y′ pθˆ(zN ;y′∣x)(y′∣x) . (20)
This solution is very similar to the pNML (7). The difference is by how θˆ is defined. In pNML the
reference performance is given by (1), as the parameter value that fits (by maximizing the likelihood
of) both the training and the test with the new possible label. In (20), however, the reference θˆ of
(18) fits only the test, but is chosen out of the subclass PΘ(zN ) of parameter values deduced by the
training.
The question now is how to reasonably choose PΘ(zN ). In Painsky and Feder (2018), that considered
the stochastic setting, the class was chosen in the spirit of “confidence intervals”, so that the true
model will be in the class with, say, 95% confidence. We suggest another natural criterion: the class
will contain all models whose likelihood on the training is at least some value c, i.e.,
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Θ(zN) = {θ ∈ Θ ∶ pθ(yN ∣xN) ≥ c} (21)
By using a Lagrange multiplier λ for this constraint, the choice in (18) becomes
θˆ(zN ; y∣x) = arg max
θ∈Θ log pθ(y∣x) + λ log pθ(yN ∣xN) (22)
Clearly, if the threshold c is such that λ = 1 then the resulting solution is the pNML. Furthermore,
the learner (20) with the corresponding θˆ(zN ; y∣x) of (22) is a spectrum of learners where at λ =∞
only the training is considered and the learner becomes the ERM, at λ = 1 it is the pNML and at
λ = 0 the training is completely ignored and the resulting universal learner is useless.
The approach and interpretation presented above seems to remind the setting suggested in Farnia
and Tse (2017). In that work the training is also used to come up with a class of plausible models,
and then the learner is solving a min-max problem. However, there are important differences. First,
the class of models chosen by the training usually contain models for which some moments of the
distribution comply with the empirical moments. Second, the quantity to min-max is the expected
loss, not the regret, and third, since expectation is considered, the setting is stochastic and not
individual. Nevertheless, the understanding that the role of the training is not to choose a single
model, like the ERM, but to serve as a “filter” to unacceptable models appears in both works.
pALG
We now present another extension of the pNML, which has also a structure similar to (20). Suppose
there is a general procedure ALG, which can take a set zL = (xL, yL) and generate a value of a
parameter θ ∈ Θ. It may be the maximum likelihood, but it may also be a regularized version of
it with various penalty function, or any other procedure, like the result of an iterative algorithm,
a stochastic gradient with some meta parameters that define the batch size and the number of
iterations and so on. If we denote the outcome of the algorithm θˆALG(zL), then the proposed pALG
is given by:
qpALG(y∣x; zN) = pθˆALG(zN ,x,y)(y∣x)∑y′ pθˆALG(zN ,x,y′)(y′∣x) . (23)
As for the pNML, the logarithm of the normalization factor, ΓALG(zN , x) = log∑y′ pθˆALG(zN ,x,y′)(y′∣x),
which depends on the training zN and the test feature x, can be used to assess, locally, the learnability
of the proposed method. Similarly to the discussion above regarding the learnability measure of
the pNML, here, too, a small Γ can attest on the stability and hence learnability of the proposed
learning algorithm, while a large Γ indicates uncertainty and large universality overhead.
5 Simple Examples
In this section we will present some simulation results for the universal solution to the individual
learning problem (7), and its respective regret (8).
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We will focus our attention to the simple hypotheses class of 1-d barrier threshold, given by:
pθ=(b,p1,p2)(yt = 1∣xt) = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩p1 if xt ≤ bp2 if xt > b (24)
In the following figures we present the average regret as function of xN , where the average is taken
over different realizations of the training set zN−1. The data features in the training set are generated
independently by a uniform distribution xt ∼ U(0,1), and the outcomes are generated by some
hypothesis in the hypotheses class θ = (b, p1, p2).
Figure (1a),(1b), show the impact of the number of samples on the regret.
(a) θ = (0.5,0.2,0.8),N = 100, 100 runs (b) θ = (0.5,0.2,0.8),N = 1000, 100 runs
Figure 1: Regrets as function of xN for different values of N
Note that for both values of N there is an area around b for which the regret is relatively high.
Those are areas in which the new label may change bopt, thus changing the probability assignment
for the next label significantly. Naturally, this uncertainty area decreases as N increases, as there
are fewer of values of xN for which the bopt changes. In addition, the regret outside those areas
reduces as N grows, since the effect of another label on the probability assignment decreases as 1N .
(a) θ = (0.1,0.2,0.8),N = 1000, 100 runs (b) θ = (0.3,0.2,0.8),N = 1000, 100 runs
Figure 2: Regrets as function of xN for different values of b
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One may note that as b moves further from 0.5, the regret in the area to the left of b increases,
which is due to the fact that the number of examples relevant to that area decreases.
6 Conclusions and Discussion
In this paper we have presented two possible definitions for the problem of supervised “batch”
learning in the individual setting with respect to the logarithmic loss function. The first considers
the typical situation where after observing N training examples, zN , there is a test sample, and we
have come up with a criterion for finding the universal learner in that case. The second, considers a
leave-one-out performance measure, justified by the fact that the reference learner is also of this
type. We have presented the min-max solution to first problem, which we denoted as the predictive
normalized maximum likelihood (pNML). In addition several possible upper bound for the second,
leave-one-out problem, were also derived.
It is our thesis that the pNML learner is a valid alternative to the common ERM learner. It is more
robust and it is strongly related to the stability feature that implies good generalization, in the
proposed learner. In that respect, the pNML structure is more general and can be utilized for any
learning algorithm, not just the one that maximizes the likelihood, as a scheme to stabilize that
algorithm. We also note that our current research interests include the evaluation of the pNML for
various learning problems and hypotheses classes such as linear regression and deep neural networks.
These works are reported in Bibas et al. (2018a,b).
In our opinion it will be interesting to find under what “local” conditions on the model class the
pNML regret is small. Also, it will be interesting to show the following conjecture: when the pNML
regret is small, the empirical risk minimizer over the training set, which is the common way of
choosing an hypothesis in real life applications, has a good generalization error.
As for the leave-one-out formulation, clearly it is desired to solve the open problem of finding the
corresponding min-max optimal solution. And as for the pNML, to find out under what conditions
on the model class (which may be “local”) this regret is small, say going down to zero as O(1/N)
for any individual data.
Finally, while mentioned briefly, in Appendix B, we considered a twice universal solution for the
pNML. The twice universal approach is natural when the model class is unknown too, but there are
several possible model classes, sometimes in a nested hierarchy. As appear in some of our current
experiments, the twice universal approach show good performance in these unknown class cases.
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A The Stochastic Setting
In the stochastic setting, the performance of a learner q is evaluated by its expected regret E{− log q−(− log pθ)} = E log pθq , where the expectation is taken with respect to the true unknown probability.
Written explicitly and averaged over the training to accomodate for various possible examples:
RN(θ, q;xN) = ∑
yN−1∈YN−1 pθ(yN−1∣xN−1)RN(θ, q;xN , zN−1) = ∑yN ∈YN pθ(yN ∣xN) log pθ(y∣xN)q(y∣xN ; zN−1)
The learner q depends on the training data, and its goal is to minimize RN . It does not know θ, so
it tries to make a good choice, no matter what θ is. Thus, as proposed and analyzed in Fogel and
Feder (2018), the learner q is chosen by solving a min-max problem
min
q
max
θ
RN(θ, q;xN) (25)
One may further assume that features are also random and average RN over the possible x
N ’s.
The solution of (25) is a learner which is a Bayes-mixture over the hypotheses class,
q(y∣xN ; zN−1) = ∫
θ
w(θ)pθ(yN−1∣xN−1)∫θ′ w(θ′)pθ(yN−1∣xN−1)dθ′ pθ(y∣xN)dθ = ∫θ w(θ∣zN−1)pθ(y∣xN)dθ (26)
where as in Davisson and Leon-Garcia (1980), following a “redundancy-capacity” theorem, w(θ)
maximizes I(Θ;YN ∣Y N−1, xN), the mutual information between the class and YN given the previous
labels Y N−1 (all are random variables) and conditioned on xN . Intuitively, models that have high
a-posteriori probability given the training are weighted accordingly in the final learning outcome.
The resulting maximal mutual information, or “capacity”, may be considered as a measure of the
learnability of the model class.
B Twice Universality
Let us consider a setting where one is given a set of hypotheses classes, Θ1, ...,Θk, and is required
to attain good performances with respect to all of them. Following previous results from universal
prediction, we will consider the following batch solution:
q(y∣x; zN) = maxi qi(y∣x; zN)∑y′∈Y maxi qi(y′∣x, zN) (27)
where
qi(y∣x; zN) = pθˆi(zN ,x,y)(y∣x)∑y′∈Y pθˆi(zN ,x,y′)(y′∣x) . (28)
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Denoting j = j(y) = arg maxi pθˆi(zN ,x,y)(y∣x) we get the following bound over the regret:
R = R(zN , x, y) = log pθˆj(zN ,x,y)(y∣x)
q(y∣x; zN) =
= log pθˆj(zN ,x,y)(y∣x)
maxi qi(y∣x; zN) + log ∑y′∈Y maxi qi(y′∣x; zN) ≤
≤ log pθˆj(zN , x, y)(y∣x)
qj(y∣x; zN) + log ∑y′∈Y maxi qi(y′∣x; zN) == log ∑
y′∈Y pθˆj(zN ,x,y′)(y′∣x) + log ∑y′∈Y maxi qi(y′∣x; zN) = R(zN , x)
(29)
where while the regret R may also depend on the value of the true label y, we have bounded it by
the quantity R which does not depend of that y.
Interestingly, R has two terms, where the first term represents the log-normalization factor, or the
“learnability” with respect to the class Θi, which correspond to the best fit of the model and class
to the true label. The second term is the cost of the twice universal procedure and it is at most
log k. Unfortunately, sometimes, log k is a too large cost to pay. But, since this term can be easily
evaluated explicitly for the specific training and test, it may be small in many cases; then the twice
universality gain is attained with no much cost.
There is yet another way to assess the twice universality solution. Denote now by k = k(y) =
arg maxi qi(y∣x; zN) where qi is the universal probability within Θi given by (28). We now define
the twice universal regret as
R˜ = log qk(y∣x; zN)
q(y∣x; zN) = log ∑y′∈Y qk(y′)(y′∣x; zN) (30)
This term is similar to the second term in the regret (29), by using k(y) instead of j(y). Since the
regret is with respect to maxi qi, we note that qi contains already the overhead of the class Θi.
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